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Framework for assessing the health of the
atmospheric observing system
• Observa2ons of essen2al climate variables (ECVs) in the atmosphere
(GCOS Report 195, 2016, available online)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surface meteorology (pressure, air temperature, humidity, winds)
Precipita2on (rain, snow, etc.)
Surface radia2on
Upper air (Air Temperature, Humidity, Winds)
Cloud Proper2es
TOA Radia2on Budget
Aerosols

• Examples of key phenomena and our current ability to observe them
• Summary and recommenda2ons/discussion points

Surface Pressure, Air Temperature, Humidity and Winds
Contribu)ng Networks

Status

GCOS Surface Network (subset of full WWW/GOS surface
synop2c network)

30% more sta)ons in 2014 compared with 2002 and 80% more reports received. Meteorological
terminal avia2on rou2ne weather report (METAR) data have enhanced the networks. More issues of
quality for humidity than for temperature due to wide range of instruments.

Full WWW/GOS surface synop2c network
Moored buoys and ships

Ship observa)ons declined over ocean basins from 2002 to 2014 but increased around coasts. Moored
buoys have increased signiﬁcantly. Decline in the VOS has led to a signiﬁcant lack of air temperature
and humidity measurements over the ocean needed for es)ma)ng surface sensible and latent heat
ﬂuxes. Availability of measurements from long-term, high-quality moorings is inadequate to evaluate
the stability of SST from satellite measurements, except in the tropical Paciﬁc.

Dri_ing buoys

Surface pressure sensors are only on a limited number of dri_ing buoys but are increasing.

Addi2onal na2onal networks

More in situ air temperature measurements are needed in certain surface regimes (high al2tudes,
desert, high la2tudes, deep forest), in order to enable the op2mum use of LST to help to es2mate air
temperature in these places.

Satellite air temperature

Satellites do not directly measure surface air temperature. Independent air surface measurements are
needed for surface.

Visible, infrared and microwave (la`er over ocean) all
provide water vapor proﬁle informa2on but sensi2vity to
surface layer is small so measurement is indirect inferred
from deeper layer values.

Only indirect measurement and infrared coverage is clear sky only. Microwave sounders contribute
but with coarser spa2al resolu2on. The health of the GOS with respect to microwave sounders quite
good today and in the future. CMA commiang to the early morning orbit is an important
accomplishment by WMO and CGMS and microwave sounder coverage by EUMETSAT and NOAA will
provide sustained observa2ons un2l at least 2040.

Global Naviga2on Satellite System (GNSS) radio occulta2on
(RO) measurements contribute to inferring the surface
pressure but are not able to provide absolute anchor
measurements at present.

Con)nuity for GNSS RO constella)on needs to be secured as current COSMIC satellites beyond
expected life and failing. COSMIC-2 is currently only guaranteed to cover tropical la2tudes.
Commercializa)on of RO a concern.

Satellite 2-m Air Temperature

Li et al. (2013, Prairie Perspec*ves)

Air temperature rela2onship to LST breaks down for surface temperatures below freezing in this
region of Canada. Use of in situ network increases 2-m air temperature retrievals.

Satellite 2-m Humidity

Jackson and Wick (2010, J. Atmos. Oceanic Technol.) use atmospheric sounder, SST
and total column water vapor to derive 2-m humidity. Coverage only over oceans
and in clear-sky condi2ons.

PrecipitaDon
Contribu)ng Networks

Status

GCOS Surface Network (subset of full WWW/GOS surface
synop2c network)

Quality of data and quan)ty of reports are variable but data are analysed and archived. Limited
coverage in )me and space. Most countries operate na2onal high-resolu2on precipita2on networks,
but data are oQen not available interna)onally, or available only with 2me delay.

Full WWW/GOS surface synop2c network
Addi2onal na2onal meteorological and hydrological gauge
networks; island networks
Surface-based radar networks

Radar data not globally exchanged but some regions now have good networks. Homogeniza)on of radar
precipita)on is complex and blending radar and gauge precipita)on is a long-term objec)ve and s)ll at
a very early stage of development.

Moored buoys

Very limited observa)ons (e.g. TAO/TRITON buoys) available which were used to validate the Tropical
Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM).

Passive microwave imagers on several polar satellites
contribute. GSN/IR products from geosta2onary improve
temporal coverage but are less accurate.

Global Precipita)on Measurement (GPM) satellite replacing TRMM has improved coverage at high
la)tudes. GPM (and CloudSat) are able to observe falling snow but error bars are high for both, part of
the problem is the instrumenta2on (surface clu`er, not sensi2ve enough) but part of the problem is
having accurate surface measurements of falling snow for valida2on. Most microwave imagers are
beyond their design life)me and a future gap in the observing system of microwave imagers is likely.
It is important to have a "constella2on" of these satellites to improve temporal sampling such as with
TMPS, IMERG. Requires a cost commitment by the agencies.

Precipita2on radar on research satellites (TRMM and
GPM)

GPM can only observe precipita2on down to 0.2 mm/hr (leaving much unmeasured at lower rates/
higher la2tudes) – cost & engineering challenge. CloudSat can measure lower RR but does not scan to
get a wide swath. Having a 3-frequency radar would allow for drop sizes of most of the non-precipita2ng
cloud par2cles. Uncertainty for con)nuity of precipita)on radar, temporal and spa)al sampling
limita)ons.

Table data adapted from Gail Jackson (NASA) and GCOS Steering Commi`ee, 2016: The Global Observing System for Climate: Implementa2on Needs. WMO,
GCOS-200 (GOOS-214), 342pp.

Typhoon Megi, Northwest Paciﬁc, 26 September
2016

Precipita2on Radar
Reﬂec2vity
GPM Precipita2on

Surface RadiaDon
Contribu)ng Networks

Status

GCOS BSRN (Baseline Surface Radia2on Network)

Coverage limited (59) but 10 more sta2ons added since 2009, though 2 Arc2c
sta2ons closed. Con)nuity needs to be secured. Expand geographically to be
more representa)ve.

WWW/GOS surface synop2c network

Quality and coverage of rou)ne radia)on data (mainly incoming solar in
monthly CLIMAT reports) is variable.

Addi2onal na2onal networks

Limited availability of high-quality data in na)onal networks

Moored buoys

Solar ﬂuxes and longwave radia2on available over the ocean from some moored
buoys and research vessels.

Geosta2onary and polar orbiter visible and infrared data

Incident solar radia2on inferred from satellite visible radiances. For infrared,
satellite data are used to es2mate cloud and near-surface parameters and
thermodynamics ﬁelds are typically taken from reanalyses. Not a direct measure
of incoming surface radia)on. Need for high quality aerosol op)cal depth
es)mates over land at high spa)al and temporal scales to enhance the accuracy
of the surface net SW ﬂux derived from satellite.

Table data adapted from GCOS Steering Commi`ee, 2016: The Global Observing System for Climate: Implementa2on Needs. WMO, GCOS-200 (GOOS-214), 342pp.

Baseline Surface RadiaDon Network

59 sta2ons

Surface RadiaDon From Satellites
and GCMs
ISCCP

Gewex

Liang et al. (2010, IEEE)
Inamdar and Guillevic (2015, Remote Sen.)

Upper-Air Temperature, Humidity and Winds
Contribu)ng Networks

Status

Reference network of high-quality and high-al2tude radiosondes
(GRUAN). GRUAN will provide long-term, con2nuous, high-quality
in situ atmospheric proﬁle observa2ons for climate monitoring,
calibra2on of satellite observa2ons and products, and climate
process studies (Bodeker et al. 2016, BAMS).

GRUAN is now well established with 22 sta2ons par2cipa2ng and 7 already cer2ﬁed. Biased to
land over ocean regions, Northern Hemisphere mid-la)tudes over Southern Hemisphere and
Tropics.

GCOS Upper-Air Network (subset of full WWW/GOS radiosondes
network)

A 10% increase in number of 500 hPa reports and 20% increase at 30 hPa from 2002 to 2014.
Improvements in data quality seen. Accuracy of water-vapor measurements is improving but
is s)ll inadequate for climate purposes in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere.

Full WWW/GOS radiosonde network

The move to BUFR has started but more remains to be done for all countries to be repor2ng.
Many sta2ons do not provide two observa2ons each day.

Commercial aircra_

The Aircra_ Meteorological Data Relay (AMDAR) program provides rou2ne ﬂight level and
proﬁle wind and temperature measurements. Needs expansion to include all major airlines and
major airports. Observa)ons limited to speciﬁc levels except near airports.

Wind proﬁlers

Proﬁler sites mainly over Europe, Japan and USA but USA sites are being phased out.

PILOT balloons (dri_ing balloons for winds)

Typically 350 sites globally distributed

Atmospheric mo2on vectors from geosta2onary and polar orbiters

Geosta)onary atmospheric mo)on vector (AMV) accuracy and spa)al and temporal density
improving. The poles are covered with AVHRR, VIIRS, MODIS, Mul2-angle Imaging
SpectroRadiometer (MISR) and Atmospheric InfraRed Sounder (AIRS) AMVs. The low Earth orbit
(LEO)-GEO AMVs and Eumetsat's global Metop AVHRR have ﬁlled the long-standing gap in
coverage (40°-70° N/S). New imagers, such as Himawari-8 AHI of the Japan Meteorological
Agency (JMA), with be`er horizontal resolu2on, improved temporal coverage and more
spectral channels are becoming available in geosta)onary orbit. Imagers operated by China,
Republic of Korea, USA and Eumetsat will eventually have similar capabili2es.

Upper-Air Cont…
Contribu)ng Networks

Status

Doppler wind lidar from satellite (low-level winds)

Awai2ng Atmospheric Dynamic Mission (ADM)/Aeolus demonstra2on; no con)nuity
planned aQer this

GNSS RO (Radio Occulta2on)

Con)nuity for GNSS RO constella)on needs to be secured as current COSMIC satellites
beyond expected life. COSMIC-2 is currently only guaranteed to cover tropical la2tudes but
several other missions provide RO data. Polar constella)on needs to be secured. Highla)tude data are necessary for climate-quality analysis. Informa)on on water vapor at
high ver)cal resolu)on. Coarse horizontal resolu)on. Commercializa)on of RO an issue.

Microwave and infrared imagers and sounders

Ensured con)nuity of Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) and Crosstrack Infrared Sounder (CrlS) and Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU)-like
radiances for 3 orthogonal polar orbits. Highly ver)cally resolved water-vapor
observa)ons, especially in the lower troposphere, are crucially needed which are
beyond the capabili)es of these sensors. Sounders cannot get to the surface, trouble
near coastlines and over topography. MW imagers (SSM/I, TMI, GMI) provide total
column amounts, limited frequency, best over ocean. Geosta2onary infrared images
(GOES) provide high temporal resolu2on water-vapor data, clear-sky only.

Infrared and MW limb sounders and solar occulta2on

No con)nuity of current limb sounders for stratospheric water vapor

Table data adapted from GCOS Steering Commi`ee, 2016: The Global Observing System for Climate: Implementa2on Needs. WMO, GCOS-200 (GOOS-214), 342pp.

Global Observing System Atmospheric Data
Availability
Aircra_

Radiosondes

Dri_ing Buoys

Surface Sta2ons

Image source: Simmons, A., 2011: From Observa2ons to Service Delivery:
Challenges and Opportuni2es. WMO Bulle*n, 60 (2), 96-107.

• Aircra_ and global dri_er
observa2ons show largest
increase over past 30 years
• Radiosonde and surface sta2on
data mostly stable or increasing
over this 2me

Integrated Global Radiosonde Archive
Geographic distribu)on of sta)ons
Year=2015 # sta2ons = 970

Year=1990 # sta2ons = 1439

Year=1965 # sta2ons = 1022

Year=1940 # sta2ons = 334

Number of sta)ons repor)ng data

Images accessed from h`ps://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/weather-balloon/integrated-global-radiosonde-archive.

GCOS Surface and Reference Upper-Air
Networks

(GRUAN, Immler and colleagues, 2010)

Cloud Vector Winds

Cloud ProperDes
Contribu)ng Networks

Status

Surface observa2ons (GSN, WWW/GOS, VOS)

Surface observa)ons of cloud cover provide a historical but uncertain record and con)nuity is a
concern; reprocessing of cloud data is needed.

Surface cloud radar and lidar

Research-based networks only

VIS, IR and MW radiances from geosta2onary and polar
orbi2ng satellites

Cloud-top temperature, microphysical proper)es and coverage are all opera)onal and have good
con)nuity. Passive imagers like MODIS/VIIRS have limita2ons on the kind and quality of informa2on they
can provide. Many cloud observing capable instruments or satellites are reaching end-of-life/mission
and it is unknown when (or even whether) we will ﬂy successor instruments. Commitment by US for
cloud measurements beyond opera)onal imagers is not a given. Technology exists, algorithms are
capable and con2nue to mature, but cost is a major impediment. Fortunately, imagers on GEO satellites
are becoming more capable (AHI on Japanese Himawari-8; ABI on GOES-16; eventually FCI on MTG).
There are coverage gaps, but temporal evolu)on of the atmosphere and clouds can be monitored much
befer than from sun-synchronous orbits.
Some cloud proper)es s)ll challenging to obtain, e.g., par2cle concentra2ons, ice crystal shapes/habits.
Most diﬃcult detec2on is low cloud over bright surface or in the presence of a large temperature
inversion, but ac2ve (radar and lidar) measurements are quite capable in these situa2ons; retrieving
cloud proper2es other than extent can s2ll be a challenge for certain cases.

Cloud radar and lidar on research satellites

No con)nuity assured of these research satellites.

Table data adapted from Lazaros Oreopoulos (NASA) and GCOS Steering Commi`ee, 2016: The Global Observing System for Climate: Implementa2on Needs. WMO,
GCOS-200 (GOOS-214), 342pp.

Top of the Atmosphere Earth RadiaDon
Budget
Contribu)ng Networks

Status

Broadband short- and longwave and total and spectral solar
irradiance

Current RB measurements will con2nue with JPSS-1 (to be launched 4Q of
FY2017). The next genera)on RB-measuring instrument RBI is slated for
JPSS-2, but its elimina)on has been proposed in the President’s budget.
Our current radia)on budget (RB) measurement capabili)es using CERES do
not allow us to measure the Earth Radia)on Imbalance (diﬀerence between
absorbed solar and thermal IR radia)on emifed to space) nowhere near
close to accuracies needed for understanding the impacts of the drivers of
climate change. Non-US RB instruments do not have coverage, or accuracy,
or appropriate products to match CERES for climate applica)ons (e.g., GCM
evalua)on).

Table data contribu2ons from Lazaros Oreopoulos (NASA).

Aerosols
Contribu)ng Networks

Status

WMO Global Atmospheric Watch World Data Center for
Aerosols (lidar, radiometers, land-based, airborne, shipbased, mobile and sta2onary plauorms)

Volunteer network of aerosol observa2ons from around the world. Uncertain
of data quality or coverage issues.

Satellite based lidar, AVHRR (ocean only), MODIS and MIRS
(land and ocean)

We can detect column amounts (aerosol op2cal depth) over dark surface
quite well (away from clouds); also making progress over bright surfaces (incl.
clouds) with recent algorithms, depending on aerosol type (absorbing aerosols
be`er detected in these situa2ons). Ver)cal distribu)on of aerosol is
important to know, but more challenging to obtain. Need to know nearsurface amount for air-quality applica2ons. Lidars very helpful for this.
Detec)ng aerosol type and chemical composi)on from space s)ll a
challenge. Polarimetry and mul2-angle capability will help. S)ll ways to go
for extrac)ng aerosol informa)on relevant to cloud processes (aerosol
number concentra)on below cloud base, aerosol frac)on that acts as CCN).
US commitment for aerosol detec)on and monitoring for climate
applica)ons not as strong as it should be. Eumetsat EPS-SG will ﬂy the 3MI
mul2-angle polarimeter opera2onally and will improve aerosol retrievals. As
with clouds, be`er GEO imagers will improve the outlook for con2nuous
aerosol monitoring.

Table data contribu2ons from Lazaros Oreopoulos (NASA).

Upper Troposphere/Lower Stratosphere
(UTLS) Processes
Requirement 1: Observe water vapor, temperature, ice clouds, and ozone at high
ver2cal resolu2on in the tropics. Quan2fy ﬁne-scale troposphere-stratosphere
exchange of ozone at midla2tudes, with ozone important as a radia2vely ac2ve
species, as well as important player in air quality.
Requirement 2: High spa2o-temporal measurements of temperatures/winds/ice to
quan2fy tropical wave inﬂuences on cirrus.
• The former could come from high-resolu2on limb sounding satellites, and SPARC
(Stratosphere-troposphere Processes And their Role in Climate) has been
advoca2ng for such measurements.
• The la`er will be measured by instruments that will ﬂy on long-dura2on
isopycnal balloons in the Strateole-2 campaign.
Note that reanalyses have large persistent forecast errors in the tropical UTLS due
to very sparse wind measurements and lack of balance between winds and
temperatures.

Atmospheric Rivers
Obs. Requirements: Precipita2on, evapora2on and convergence of column
moisture measurements, boundary layer winds are key for the convergence.
• Water vapor is measured by RO, IR sounders and total column water vapor
is measured by microwave and IR imagers.
• Winds in the troposphere are not observed with suﬃcient 2me and space
scales and are not easily derived in the ABL.
• Satellite lidar being tested by ESA for ABL winds, poor sampling.
• Evapora2on indirectly measured from satellite, needs further
development.
• Precipita2on has problems near topography (par2cularly snow) and near
the coastlines.

Summary of Obs Needs
Ø Surface and upper-air sta2ons have climate regime and
hemispheric biases that need considera2on.
Ø No global surface aerosol network.
Ø Lack of surface and upper-air observa2ons over global oceans.
Ø Satellite plauorms lack con2nuity for: limb sounders, RO at high
la2tudes, radar, microwave imagers, sca`erometers, space-borne
lidar.
Ø Satellite derived ver2cal distribu2on of water vapor, aerosols,
cloud proper2es a challenge.
Ø Satellite ver2cal temperature and moisture proﬁles do not
penetrate the ABL.

RecommendaDons / Discussion Points
Ø Need more observa2ons of the atmosphere over open ocean regions, in
diﬀerent climate regimes and at upper troposphere lower stratosphere
interface.
Ø Error characteriza2on of in situ data seems to be improving, data densiﬁca2on
will help. Satellite data error characteriza2on limited by lack of observa2ons.
Ø Need data sharing plans for in situ observing networks to increase the number
of observa2ons going into interna2onal data bases. May be transferable to
guiding priva2za2on of data in US (e.g, US RO & surface GPS network).
Ø Encourage con2nuity in satellite plauorms, maybe through the Coordina2on
Group for Meteorological Satellites (CGMS).
Ø Challenge 1: Obtain global es2mates of evapora2on (ocean/land). Important for
global water cycle/global energy cycle.
Ø Challenge 2: Obtain open ocean es2mates of low-level winds for water vapor
transport es2ma2on/forecast & reanalysis model constraint.
Ø Findings from this POS discussion should be shared with NSA decadal survey for
space measurements (end of year release, contact Duane Waliser).

Stratéole-2 Overview
Project Principal Investigators (US):
Jennifer S. Haase (SIO), M. Joan Alexander (NWRA),
Lars Kalnajs & Terry Deshler (LASP), Sean Davis (NOAA CIRES)
Project PIs (France):
Albert Hertzog & Riwal Plougonven (LMD),
Philippe Cocquerez & Stephanie Venel (CNES)
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Summary of ScienDﬁc ObjecDves
• Stratéole 2 will use long-dura2on balloon campaigns to explore dynamical
and physical processes that control the transfer of trace gases and
momentum between the equatorial Upper Troposphere and Lower
Stratosphere (UTLS).
• The observa2ons provide informa2on needed to improve the
parameteriza2on of waves in climate models and to understand their
interac2ons with deep convec2on in the deep tropics, as well as cirrus
forma2on and dehydra2on that controls radia2ve eﬀects in the
stratosphere.

3 campaigns during boreal winter (DJF) to address convec*ve
processes and the most intense dehydra*on across the tropical
tropopause layer
Valida*on campaign late 2018 (5 ﬂights, one of each instrument conﬁgura*on)
 1st science campaign late 2020 (20 ﬂights)
 2nd science campaign late 2023 (20 ﬂights)
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Upper troposphere / Lower stratosphere wave observaDons
minimum vertical wavelength limits), microwave sub-limb
(McLandress et al., 2000; adapted for a 2.5 km vertical
field of view), nadir-viewing satellites (Eckermann and Wu,
2006; adapted with AIRS minimum horizontal-wavelength
limits), superpressure balloons (Hertzog et al., 2008) and
radiosondes (Wang et al., 2005).
Together, this set of measurements provides very good
spectral coverage of the momentum flux over the relevant
region of the spectrum as shown in Figure 8. Gaps
in coverage remain for waves with very high intrinsic
frequency, although these may be partly covered by future
satellite (Preusse et al., 2008) and superpressure balloon
measurements. A collaborative effort among researchers
with expertise in the existing measurements could lead to a
combined set of accurate constraints for parametrizations.
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• The balloons provide unique measurements of
equatorial waves over the full spectrum from high
frequency buoyancy waves to planetary-scale
equatorial waves.
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• New instrumenta2on extends the scales of
observa2ons further.
High-resolution global models

Current global models used for weather prediction and climate projection must include gravity-wave parametrizations
5
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because gravity waves are usually subgrid-scale phenom1*10
ena or under-resolved in both the horizontal and vertical
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in such models. However, recent developments in super5*10-4
computing allow us to simulate gravity waves explicitly
in high-resolution global climate models (Hamilton et al.,
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1999; Watanabe et al., 2008). Although the full spectral
visible
range of gravity waves is not completely resolved even in
-4
2*10
such high-resolution models, recent work indicates that
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10
large-scale wind and temperature fields can be realistically
intrinsic frequency ω [s-1]
simulated without gravity-wave parametrizations (WatanFigure 8. Typical visibility limits as functions of horizontal and vertical abe et al., 2008). This means that the momentum balance
wavenumber (top) and frequency/vertical wavenumber (bottom) for is internally retained between the mean fields and disturvarious satellite and balloon measurement techniques. Shaded regions
bances including resolved gravity waves, and suggests the
are not visible to any of the techniques. After Preusse et al. (2008).
behaviour of the resolved gravity waves is also realistic in
terms of propagation and dissipation in the model atmosAlexander et al., 2010, QJRMS.
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Super-pressure balloons

Test ﬂights of super-pressure balloon system

• Early tropical test ﬂights of the super-pressure balloon system during February - May
2010. The ﬂight dura2on of the balloons was approximately 80 days near 20 km
al2tude. Some wave structure is visible in the traces of the balloon paths, and the
reversal of the balloon paths when the QBO changed phase is also visible.

